Target delivery in a microfluidic immunosensor.
A study is presented that examines the effect of microfluidic mixing elements on direct and sandwich assays performed in microchannels. Patterned grooves were embossed in the top of microchannels made in PDMS using soft lithography. The grooves redirected the fluid flowing in the channel, enhancing delivery of the target from the bulk fluid to the surface and preventing the formation of a depletion layer at the surface. Comparing assays in grooved and plain channels demonstrated that the mixers improved assay results by 26-46%. A computational flow analysis showed that the grooves caused virtual particles in the bulk flow to come close to the surface ( approximately 11 microm) which is consistent with the signal increase seen experimentally. Direct assays for several concentrations of CY5-labeled biotin were performed in the microchannels. The mixers also improved signal intensity in sandwich assays for botulinum toxin which required mixing of the reagents as well as the direction of the target to the surface.